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Table of regulatory charges, effective as of 1 April 2023. 

 
LISBON AIRPORT  

CHARGES  

TRAFFIC  

LANDING / TAKE-OFF (a)  

Base  

Aircraft up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €7.91 

       25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €9.41 

       75 to 150 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €11.06 

       more than 150 tonnes, per tonne above 150 tonnes €8.41 

Minimum per landing €372.38 

Noise Factor  

       R1 2.00 

       R2 1.50 

       R3 1.25 

       R4 1.05 

       R5 1.00 

       R6 0.80 

       R7 0.75 

       R8 0.70 

PARKING  

Traffic areas (b):  

Aircraft up to 45 tonnes  

       Up to 24 hours (per minute) €0.3502 

       24 to 48 hours or fraction €245.03 

       48 to 72 hours or fraction €403.65 

       above 72 hours or fraction €584.01 

Aircraft over 45 tonnes (per tonne)  

       Up to 24 hours (per minute) €0.0078 

       24 to 48 hours or fraction  €5.45 

       48 to 72 hours or fraction  €8.97 

       above 72 hours or fraction €12.98 

Surcharge (per periods of 15 minutes or fraction) €81.93 

Air Bridges   
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       1 bridge, per minute of use up to two hours (does not include use of GPS) €3.16 

       1 bridge, per minute of use beyond two hours (does not include use of GPS) €4.10 

GPS    

       per minute of use €1.65 

HANGAR  

Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €4.42 

GROUND HANDLING  

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE (per check-in counter)  

       Per 15-minute periods or fraction, first four periods €2.29 

       Per following 15-minute periods or fraction €2.21 

       Per piece of baggage processed: Self-baggage drop off  €0.37 

       Per month €1 897.40 

BAGGAGE HANDLING  

Per piece of baggage processed by departures' baggage handling systems €0.47 

EQUIPMENT  

CUPPS and CUSS per boarding passenger €0.188 

BRS per piece of baggage processed by the system  €0.084 
 
(a) Landing/take-off charge=MTOW*Base Factor*Noise Factor 
(b) The charge does not apply from 00H00 to 6H00, in the parking period up to midnight.  
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AZORES AIRPORTS  

CHARGES  

TRAFFIC  

LANDING / TAKE-OFF (a)  

Base  

Aircraft up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €3.89 

       25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €4.75 

       More than 75 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €5.59 

Technical Stops at Santa Maria Airport - amount per tonne €1.27 

Technical Stops at other airports - amount per tonne €4.21 

Noise Factor  

       R1 2.00 

       R2 1.50 

       R3 1.25 

       R4 1.05 

       R5 1.00 

       R6 0.80 

       R7 0.75 

       R8 0.70 

PARKING  

Traffic areas (b):  

       All aircraft (per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction) €1.71 

Surcharge (per periods of 15 minutes or fraction) €51.46 

GPS    
       per minute of use €0.76 

HANGAR   

Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €3.46 

AIRFIELD OPENING  

Ponta Delgada and Santa Maria Airports  

      Extension/advance €728.52 

      Commercial Opening €802.56 

      Reopening in emergency not subject to legal exemption €728.52 

Horta Airport  

      Extension/advance €362.92 

      Commercial Opening €628.17 

      Reopening in emergency not subject to legal exemption €432.68 

Flores Airport  

      Extension/advance €292.38 
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      Commercial Opening €502.49 

      Reopening in emergency not subject to legal exemption €432.68 

GROUND HANDLING  

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE (per check-in counter)  

       Per 1st hour or fraction €6.68 

       Per following half hours or fraction €3.37 

       Per month €1014.28 

BAGGAGE HANDLING  

Per piece of baggage processed by departures' baggage handling systems €0.41 

EQUIPMENT  

CUPPS and CUSS per boarding passenger €0.188 

BRS per piece of baggage processed by the system  €0.084 
 
(a) Landing/take-off charge=MTOW*Base Factor*Noise Factor 
(b) The charge does not apply to the first 90 minutes after landing or the 90 minutes preceding take-off.  
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MADEIRA AIRPORTS   

CHARGES Apr – May; 
Oct – Dec Jun – Sep 

TRAFFIC  
 

LANDING / TAKE-OFF (a)   

Madeira Airport   

Flights between Madeira and Porto Santo   

      Up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €7.40 €7.40 

      25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €8.98 €8.98 

      More than 75 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €10.57 €10.57 

Other Flights   

      Up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €10.59 €10.59 

      25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €12.83 €12.83 

      More than 75 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €15.09 €15.09 

Minimum per operation - night-time operations (b) €208.23 €208.23 

Porto Santo Airport   

Flights between Madeira and Porto Santo   

      Up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €6.47 €8.14 

      25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €7.83 €9.88 

      More than 75 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €9.23 €11.63 

Other Flights   

      Up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €9.23 €11.63 

      25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €11.21 €14.12 

      More than 75 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €13.20 €16.61 

Minimum per operation - night-time operations (b) €181.97 €229.05 

Noise Factor   

       R1 2.00 2.00 

       R2 1.50 1.50 

       R3 1.25 1.25 

       R4 1.05 1.05 

       R5 1.00 1.00 

       R6 0.80 0.80 

       R7 0.75 0.75 

       R8 0.70 0.70 

PARKING   

Traffic areas (c):   

        Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €1.55 €1.55 

Maintenance areas (per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction) €1.14 €1.14 

Surcharge (per periods of 15 minutes or fraction) €46.47 €46.47 
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HANGAR   

Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €3.16 €3.16 

GROUND HANDLING   

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE (per check-in counter)   

Per 1st hour or fraction €5.89 €5.89 

Per following half hours or fraction €2.87 €2.87 

Per month €901.41 €901.41 

BAGGAGE HANDLING   

Per piece of baggage processed by departures' baggage handling systems €0.40 €0.40 

EQUIPMENT   

CUPPS and CUSS per boarding passenger €0.188 €0.188 

BRS per piece of baggage processed by the system  €0.084 €0.084 

 
(a) Landing/take-off charge=MTOW*Base Factor*Noise Factor 
(b) This night shift is based on the table of the Lisbon Astronomical Observatory (http://oal.ul.pt/publicacoes/almanaques/dados-de-2020/) 
(c) The charge does not apply to the first 90 minutes after landing or the 90 minutes preceding take-off. 
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Beja Civil Terminal  

CHARGES  

TRAFFIC  

PARKING  

Traffic areas (a):  

All aircraft (per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction) €1.56 

Surcharge (per periods of 15 minutes or fraction) €47.04 

GPS   

       per minute of use €0.75 

HANGAR  

Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €3.16 

GROUND HANDLING  

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE (per check-in counter)  

       Per 1st hour or fraction €6.36 

       Per following half hours or fraction €3.1 

       Per month €975.81 

BAGGAGE HANDLING  

Per piece of baggage processed by departures' baggage handling systems €0.35 

EQUIPMENT  

CUPPS and CUSS per boarding passenger €0.188 
 
(a) The charge does not apply to the first 90 minutes after landing or the 90 minutes preceding take-off 

  
 



 

 

PORTO AIRPORT   

CHARGES Nov – Dec Apr – Oct 

TRAFFIC  
 

LANDING / TAKE-OFF (a) Without 
surcharge Surcharge Without 

surcharge Surcharge 

Base     

Aircraft up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €5.17 €0.26 €5.48 €0.27 

       25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €6.30 €0.32 €6.67 €0.33 

       75 to 150 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €7.43 €0.37 €7.87 €0.39 

       more than 150 tonnes, per tonne above 150 tonnes €5.22 €0.26 €5.52 €0.28 

Minimum per landing €129.34 €6.47 €136.93 €6.85 

Noise Factor   

       R1 2.00 2.00 

       R2 1.50 1.50 

       R3 1.25 1.25 

       R4 1.05 1.05 

       R5 1.00 1.00 

       R6 0.80 0.80 

       R7 0.75 0.75 

       R8 0.70 0.70 

PARKING   

Traffic areas (b):   

       All aircraft (per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction) €1.79 €1.79 

       Minimum amount, if the exemption time has been exceeded €44.71 €44.71 

Surcharge (per periods of 15 minutes or fraction) €53.73 €53.73 

Air Bridges (does not include use of GPS)   

       1 bridge, per minute of use up to two hours €2.10 €2.10 

       1 bridge, per minute of use beyond two hours €2.51 €2.51 

       2 bridges, per minute up to two hours €3.15 €3.15 

       2 bridges, per minute after two hours €3.75 €3.75 

GPS   

       per minute of use €0.26 €0.26 

HANGAR   

Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €3.60 €3.60 

GROUND HANDLING   

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE (per check-in counter)   

Per 1st hour or fraction €7.15 €7.15 



 

 

Per following half hours or fraction €3.47 €3.47 

Per month €1096.96 €1096.96 

BAGGAGE HANDLING   

Per piece of baggage processed by departures' baggage handling systems €0.40 €0.40 

EQUIPMENT   

CUPPS and CUSS per boarding passenger €0.188 €0.188 

BRS per piece of baggage processed by the system  €0.084 €0.084 

 
(a)  Landing/take-off charge=MTOW*Base Factor*Noise Factor 
(b) For aircraft up to 100 tonnes, the charge does not apply to the first 45 minutes after landing or the 45 minutes preceding take-off; for aircraft above 100 tonnes, the charge does 
not apply to the first 90 minutes after landing or the 90 minutes preceding take-off. 

  

 
  



 

 

 
FARO AIRPORT    

CHARGES Mar, Nov, Dec  Apr and Oct  May – Sep  

TRAFFIC  
  

LANDING / TAKE-OFF (a)    

Base    

Aircraft up to 25 tonnes, per tonne €1.08 €5.13 €6.40 

       25 to 75 tonnes, per tonne above 25 tonnes €1.32 €6.20 €7.75 

       75 to 150 tonnes, per tonne above 75 tonnes €1.55 €7.31 €9.13 

       more than 150 tonnes, per tonne above 150 tonnes €1.32 €6.20 €7.63 

Minimum per landing €26.93 €128.14 €159.97 

Noise Factor    

       R1 2.00 

       R2 1.50 

       R3 1.25 

       R4 1.05 

       R5 1.00 

       R6 0.80 

       R7 0.75 

       R8 0.70 

PARKING    

Traffic areas (b):    

      All aircraft (per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction) €1.80 €1.80 €1.80 

       Minimum amount (per 24 hours or fraction) €44.98 €44.98 €44.98 

Surcharge (per periods of 15 minutes or fraction) €54.04 €54.04 €54.04 

Air Bridges (does not include use of GPS)    

       Bridges, per minute up to 30 minutes  €2.53 €2.53 €2.53 

       Bridges, per minute between 30-60 minutes  €2.80 €2.80 €2.80 

       Bridges, per minute between 61-90 minutes €3.11 €3.11 €3.11 

       Bridges, per minute over 90 minutes €3.45 €3.45 €3.45 

GPS      

       per minute of use €0.31 €0.31 €0.31 

HANGAR    

Per tonne and per 24 hours or fraction €3.63 €3.63 €3.63 

AIRFIELD OPENING    

(Per two hours or fraction)    



 

 

       Extension/advance €765.26 €765.26 €765.26 

       Commercial Opening €1239.03 €1239.03 €1239.03 

       Reopening in emergency not subject to legal exemption €765.26 €765.26 €765.26 

GROUND HANDLING    

PASSENGER ASSISTANCE (per check-in counter)    

       Per 15-minute periods or fraction, first four periods €1.83 €1.83 €1.83 

       Per following 15-minute periods or fraction €1.80 €1.80 €1.80 

BAGGAGE HANDLING    
Per piece of baggage processed by departures' baggage handling 
systems €0.40 €0.40 €0.40 

EQUIPMENT    

CUPPS and CUSS per boarding passenger €0.188 €0.188 €0.188 

BRS per piece of baggage processed by the system  €0.084 €0.084 €0.084 

 
(a) Landing/take-off charge=MTOW*Base Factor*Noise Factor 
(b) For aircraft up to 100 tonnes, the charge does not apply to the first 45 minutes after landing or the 45 minutes preceding take-off; for aircraft above 100 tonnes, the 
charge does not apply to the first 90 minutes after landing or the 90 minutes preceding take-off.  
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